
SIMFEROPOL: Power cuts in Crimea affected
nearly 940,000 people yesterday as tensions
raged between Kiev and Moscow over the
annexed peninsula and Russia threatened to
cut off gas supplies to Ukraine.

The Black Sea peninsula has been hit by
power cuts after unknown attackers blew up
pylons at the weekend, cutting power lines
from Ukraine, which supplies most of its elec-
tricity.

The energy ministry in Moscow said that
some 938,000 residents of Crimea remained
without electricity and Russia was sending 300
mobile generators to the peninsula. Energy
minister Alexander Novak said Russia may
shortly cut natural gas supplies to Ukraine
because Kiev had not made an upfront pay-
ment and suggested Moscow could also cut
coal deliveries.

“Supplies of gas will be halted today or
tomorrow in the absence of a prepayment,”
Novak said on radio Vesti FM.  Russia supplies
around a third of Europe’s gas, with roughly
half of it flowing via Ukraine and has been
involved in a festering pricing dispute with
Kiev. Novak and Russian Emergencies Minister
Vladimir  Puchkov were expected to vis it
Crimea later yesterday.

Ukraine on Monday halted the movement
of goods to Crimea, ratcheting up tensions
with Moscow amid a relative lull in fighting in
separatist eastern Ukraine that has claimed
more than 8,000 l ives s ince Apri l  2014.

Tensions have spiked as Kiev’s landmark free-
trade agreement with the European Union is
set to come into force on January 1, 2016.

Russia has vehemently opposed the agree-
ment at the heart of the Ukraine conflict, say-
ing it would damage its economic interests
and threatening to respond by banning food
imports from Ukraine. 

Kiev vowed on Monday to respond in kind.
Ukraine’s interior minister even suggested that
Kiev cut power supplies to Crimea altogether.

Crimea declared a state of emergency after
an explosion Saturday in Ukraine’s Kherson
region bordering the peninsula cut the two
working power lines heading to the territory,
leaving some 1.6 million people without elec-
tricity.

The authorities in Crimea, which depends
on Kiev for most of its power supplies, have
suggested Ukraine was involved in the blast.
The Russian energy minister accused Kiev of
failing to take measures to repair the power
lines. “Not only is Crimea suffering, but the
Kherson region is also suffering, Ukraine’s ener-
gy industry is suffering,” Novak said. 

In Kiev, Ukraine’s state-run energy company
Ukrenergo said it would install a new pylon in
the Kherson region to restore power supplies.

Power cuts hit zoo  
In Crimea, authorities enforced electricity

rationing and regional leader, Sergei Aksyonov,
sacked his top energy official. 

The blackout caused major disruptions,
affecting water supplies to high-rise buildings,
cable and Internet and plunging streets into
darkness. Staff at a zoo outside Simferopol, the
peninsula’s main city, were struggling to keep
animals including lion and tiger cubs warm.

“The situation is difficult,” Oleg Zubkov,
head of the Taigan wildlife park, told AFP. “We
are trying to use generators but they cannot
cover our needs,” he said, adding that marine
animals like sea turtles were especially vulner-
able. “I am afraid we won’t be able to avoid
major losses.”

Crimea head Aksyonov has urged the resi-
dents to “prepare for the worst,” saying the
power blackout could well  last  unti l  late
December. Russia is laying undersea cables to
Crimea to ease dependence on Kiev and is also
planning to build gas-powered power stations
which would burn gas piped from the main-
land.  Economic t ies between Russia and
Ukraine collapsed after a popular uprising in
Kiev ousted Kremlin-backed leader Viktor
Yanukovych last year, with Russia then annex-
ing Crimea and supporting Russian-speaking
insurgents in the east.

On December 1, the European Union, Russia
and Ukraine will hold a three-way meeting as
Brussels and Kiev seek to allay Moscow’s fears
over the effects of the trade deal.

Brussels said it was ready to continue to
seek ways to “achieve practical solutions to
Russia’s concerns.” — AFP

DUBAI: Buying in some blue-chips lifted
Saudi Arabia’s stock market yesterday but
most Middle Eastern markets fell in thin
trade because of a lack of positive corpo-
rate news and Turkey’s shooting down of a
Russian warplane. The Saudi stock index
ended 0.7 percent higher at 7,202 points.
Oil shipper Bahri climbed 2.8 percent and
petrochemical producer Saudi Basic
Industries gained 0.6 percent.

Real estate developer Dar Al Arkan,
which had dropped 2.3 percent on Monday
after the cabinet announced plans for a tax
on undeveloped land, closed flat yesterday.
However, the Saudi index ended well off its
intra-day high of 7,242 points after news of
the downing of the Russian plane caused
buyers to become more cautious. Other
major Gulf bourses dropped. The Dubai
stock index fell 1.4 percent as builder
Arabtec, the most heavily traded stock,
sank 4.3 percent. Arabtec rose as much as
2.6 percent in opening trade after the com-
pany, confirming a Reuters story published
late on Monday, said its board had accept-
ed the resignation of acting chief executive
Mohamed Al-Fahim and replaced him with
board member Saeed Al-Mehairbi. But the
stock quickly pulled back.

Abu Dhabi’s index fell 0.8 percent as
Aldar Properties lost 2.1 percent. Qatar’s
index slipped 0.6 percent as Doha Bank slid
3.8 percent. Egypt’s index sank 2.0 percent
as Orascom Telecom Media, which plunged
7.6 percent on Monday after EFG Hermes
downgraded it and the company described
difficulties at its North Korean unit,
dropped a further 4.8 percent to 0.59 of an
Egyptian pound. EFG Hermes put the
stock’s fair value at 0.53 of a pound.

Commercial International Bank dropped
1.2 percent.  EFG Hermes director for
research in regional strategies, Simon
Kitchen, said the stock was widely held by
foreign investors who had become more
concerned about the possibility of depreci-
ation of the Egyptian pound since the
Russian plane crash in Sinai last month,
which was deterring tourist inflows and
hurting hard currency earnings. 

Mansoura Poultry jumped 4.1 percent
after the government said it would stick to
buying its poultry domestically, turning its
back completely on international tenders,
following pressure from local producers.
But Egypt Poultry dropped 1.6 percent,
Cairo Poultry was flat and Ismalia Poultry
fell 2.6 percent. — Reuters
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NEW YORK: A ‘Help Wanted’ sign hangs in a store window in New York. The Conference Board released its November index on US consumer confidence yesterday. — AP (See Page 25)

Saudi rises, most markets 

fall on Turkey-Russia row
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DUBAI: Gulf banks are rushing to raise money
via the loan market by the end of the year in a
flurry of activity attributed to a liquidity
squeeze caused by lower oil prices, banking
sources aware of the matter said yesterday. At
least nine institutions, including from Qatar,
the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Kuwait,
are said to be speaking to other banks about
raising cash for between one and three years,
with processes at various stages. “It’s gone
crazy,” said one of the sources, who heads loan
syndications at one bank in the region. “It’s not
surprising with all the pressure on liquidity but
I can’t remember a market like this.”

Having enjoyed strong growth on the back
of cheap liquidity from governments deposit-
ing oil revenues in their accounts, Gulf banks
now have to cope with these same govern-
ments withdrawing cash to plug soaring

budget deficits - either directly or via the
issuance of local currency bonds and Islamic
bonds. The banks have to seek alternative
funding routes, such as the loan market, to fill
the gap. And the rates at which they are bor-
rowing are higher than the near-free deposits
they received previously. The knock-on effect
will be more expensive loan rates for retail and
corporate borrowers in the Gulf region, which
are already showing signs of struggling with
existing debts.

Deals
Qatari banks are most prominent in the

current flurry of activity, with sources confirm-
ing Commercial Bank of Qatar (CBQ) and Doha
Bank are marketing transactions and two
Islamic banks-out of the four in the country -
said to be speaking to institutions about deals.

CBQ is seeking $800 million over three years to
refinance debt, including an existing $600 mil-
lion loan that is due to mature in February,
according to three sources with knowledge of
the matter.

It will pay an all-in price - which includes
the interest rate and arrangement fees - of 110
basis points over the London interbank
offered rate (Libor), two of the sources said.
Doha Bank wants to raise $500 million for two
years, paying all-in 95 basis points over Libor
for a deal being arranged by Wells Fargo,
according to three sources. In the UAE,
National Bank of Abu Dhabi, the country’s
largest lender by assets, is looking for a one-
year facility, according to two sources. One, a
UAE-based banker, said it had approached 10
relationship banks about the deal, which will
pay 35 bps over Libor.

NBAD has been hit hard by government
deposit outflows. Its chief executive, Alex
Thursby, said last month that 48 bill ion
dirhams ($13 billion) of state cash had been
withdrawn in the 12 months to Sept 30. Abu
Dhabi’s Al Hilal Bank is seeking a two-year loan
at an all-in rate of 150 bps over Libor and
Dubai’s Noor Bank wants a three-year loan
with an all-in rate of 115 bps over the bench-
mark. CBQ, Doha Bank and Noor Bank did not
immediately respond to a request for com-
ment, while Al Hilal and NBAD declined to
comment.

Other banks in the market with deals
include Kuwait’s Burgan Bank, which is mar-
keting an up-to-$300 million two-year loan,
and Bahrain’s Gulf International Bank, seeking
as much as $400 million from a three-year loan
paying an all-in between 125 and 135 bps over

Libor, according to Thomson Reuters LPC.
Given the sheer scale of borrowing by Gulf
banks, there is uncertainty whether all the
deals can be completed. The loan syndications
head said most deals were aggressively priced
and with so many deals on offer, lenders could
afford to be choosy.

“In anticipation of a Fed rate hike, Gulf
banks are rushing to borrow in the loan mar-
ket before rates move northwards,” Apostolos
Bantis, credit analyst at Commerzbank, said
of the rationale behind the current flurry. He
said declining liquidity into 2016 would push
more banks to issue not only loans but also
bonds. Among the banks to have sold dollar-
denominated bonds in November include
NBAD, Commercial  Bank of Dubai,
International Bank of Qatar and National
Bank of Oman. — Reuters  
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Gulf banks rush to loan market to meet liquidity crisis
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